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CODE plugin doesn't accept HTML Code

Status
 Open

Subject
CODE plugin doesn't accept HTML Code

Version
12.x

Category
Usability

Feature
Wiki Plugin (extends basic syntax)

Resolution status
Confirmed

Submitted by
Pascal St-Jean

Lastmod by
Pascal St-Jean

Rating
     (0) 

Description
Adding any type of code such as PHP or SMARTY saves fine but adding actual HTML code inside the
CODE plugin generates some funky results.

This means that it would be impossible to create a wiki page that demonstrates on to write HTML.

Show username / password

user: admin
pass: 12345

{flash type="url" movie="display315" width="1193" height="1040"}

Importance
8

Easy to solve?
5

Priority
40

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)

https://dev.tiki.org/item4624-CODE-plugin-doesn-t-accept-HTML-Code
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This bug has been demonstrated on show.tikiwiki.org

Ticket ID
4624

Created
Wednesday 07 August, 2013 00:39:59 GMT-0000
by Pascal St-Jean

LastModif
Monday 28 October, 2013 06:04:14 GMT-0000

Comments

Xavi (as xavidp - admin) 07 Aug 13 05:42 GMT-0000

R syntax uses

a < - "foo"

(without the space between < and - , and the whole line surrounded by CODE tags)

but that is cut by tiki and nothing else is displayed after that

Xavi (as xavidp - admin) 07 Aug 13 05:44 GMT-0000

and this can be seen reproduced in the forum about tiki and pluginR in t.o

Philippe Cloutier 10 Jan 18 15:43 GMT-0000

I do not see an issue in trunk r65146 and the show instance is broken. Please provide an example body
which is problematic.

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item

The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item4624-CODE-plugin-doesn-t-accept-HTML-Code
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